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ASSOCIATION RULE MINING  
WITH N-DIMENSIONAL UNIT CUBE CHAIN SPLIT TECHNIQUE 

Levon Aslanyan, Robert Khachatryan 

 

Abstract: This paper considers the association rule mining problem and provides an alternative to APRIORI 
algorithm, for solving this problem by splitting up the n-dimensional unit cube vertices into the chains using the 
well know technique introduced by G. Hansel. We use the further development of this technique given by G. 
Tonyan, which adds computability on levels of chains and chain splits. A brief description of the software 
implementation of the introduced alternative approach is given. 
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Introduction 

Association rule mining problem is one of the main objectives of "data mining" research discipline – /finding the 
knowledge and regularities in large amounts of experimental data sets/. Given a set },...,{ 1 nxxI = , consisting 

of n  various elements (items)  ix . Subsets of items (itemset) IX ⊆  are considered, and we say that it is given 

a k -itemset, when kX = . Let D  is a database of records (transactions) that are subsets of the elements (in 

this view records are lists of elements, but the same information can be given equivalently by the characteristic 0-
1 n -vector of itemset X  in I ). We assume that the records can be in repetition (considering a multiset), but 
they are provided with an additional field, which composes the key in the database. 

We say that a record DT ∈ is contributing to set of elements X , if TX ⊆ . Association rule is an "if-then" 

type rule YX ⇒ , the fulfillment of which is related with certain conditions. Let YX , be sets of elements where 

0=∩YX . The ratio of number of all records of D  contributing to X , and the number of records of D  - is 
called support of X  in D ,  

 

DTXDTXp /},{)(sup ⊆∈= . 

 

Next to this is the concept of support for a rule YX ⇒ : 

 

)(sup)(sup YXpYXp ∪=⇒ . 
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Another important property of rules is the confidence that is defined as:  

 

)(sup/)(sup)( XpYXpYXconf ∪=⇒ , 

 

which is the conditional probability that a record contains Y  when it is known that it contains X . 
Practical implementation of association rule mining problem is a subject of intense theoretical and algorithmic 
studies. It is well known that the problem splits naturally into two stages [AGRAW, 1996]. The first step is the 
construction of frequent fragments, those that occur in the database with frequencies above the predetermined 
value of support. The second stage is actually the phase of synthesizing the rules of given confidence, from the 
set of frequent subsets constructed during the first stage of algorithm. 

The most accepted algorithm for synthesis of association rules is APRIORI [AGRAW, 1996]. It builds the set of 
frequent subsets with a so-called building up method. APRIORI considers one-element subsets, and for them by 
one run on the database computes their frequencies. Next, it considers all two-element subsets, one-element 
subsets of which are frequent, and verifies their occurrence in the table. Thus the frequent subsets can be 
building up to the state when it is including subsets that are not frequent enough. Computational complexity is 
significant, it is especially important because algorithm must be used on very large data volumes.  

Are there any alternative approaches for building rules? There is a huge number of approaches, ideas and 
algorithm that address this issue. In this paper we propose one new approach, which connects the well-known 
results from the geometry of the n-dimensional unit cube to the problem of algorithmic generation of association 
rules with given threshold for rule  support and confidence.  

A brief characterization of this approach is as follows. n-dimensional unit cube nB  is a regular lattice consisting of 
n2  vertices that correspond to binary strings of length n, which are usually arranged in layers in the way that on 

the k-th layer there are all those vertices that have k units (1 values). Vertices that differ in one coordinate are 
called adjacent and are connected by an edge. Chain in nB  is a sequence of adjacent vertices. A chain is called 

growing if it contains at most one vertex in one layer.  

G. Hansel showed that nB  can be split into growing chains under certain conditions. Further, he considered the 

monotone Boolean functions and built an algorithm of optimal recognition of these functions using the constructed 
chains. Relationship of these constructions with the association rules are that frequent subsets with given 
parameters correspond to a set of zero value vertices of a monotone Boolean function.  

Direct use of this technique of Boolean function recognition is difficult because the constructing and storing the 
Hansel chains is a problem of algorithmic exponential complexity – in computation, and in memory used.  

G. Tonoyan was able to offer a computational approach to the work with chains. This is fundamentally and 
significantly simplifying the recognition algorithm although the reminding complexity is still very high. The idea is 
in selecting one particular chain split in the collection of Hansel splits. Then a number of functions are introduced 
that map chains and their elements to each other. In total, this provides the necessary information to recognize 
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monotone Boolean functions and eliminates the need in storing the complete structure of Hansel chains. This 
means sensitive economy of memory versus a small additional computation over tye chain split. 

The total aim of this paper is to introduce the necessary chain split and computation technique in terms of 
problems of search of association rules in large databases. Additionally, it is to take into account one more 
important feature of the problem for mining association rules. It is known that in data mining the number of 
considered elements, n, - is very large. It is also know that frequent subsets consist of relatively small number of 
elements. According to this an assumption occurs that there exists a value k such that all subsets above this 
power are not frequent. It turns out that the problem of search of frequent subsets is equivalent to decoding of a 
special class of monotone Boolean functions, which in turn requires an expansion of the results mentioned above 
for general Boolean functions, according to some restrictions of the set of functions considered. Extended results 
are introduced in terms of problem of frequent subsets synthesizing, thus providing the way of determining the set 
of all maximal (largest by inclusion) frequent subsets, without considering and constructing their sub-subsets. 
This avoids the part that particularly complicates the building up process. 

On geometry of the n-dimensional unit cube 

Variable with the only values 0 and 1 (false and true) is called a Boolean variable. n -dimensional Boolean 
function is а single-valued transformation of the set of all vectors composed by n  Boolean variables on to the 
Boolean set }1,0{=B . The domain where the Boolean function is given is known as the set of vertices of the n  

dimensional unite cube nB  that is n -th Cartesian degree of set B . nB  is the set of all binary vectors 

( )nααα ,...,~
1= , which are called vertices or points. Usually, nB  also includes a certain structure, a graph, in 

which vertices of nB  are placed in horizontal layers, a layer contains all the vertices with a given number of k 

ones, nk ≤≤1 , and the layers are arranged vertically, starting from the zero layer (at the bottom) to the layer 

with number n  . Layer k consists of k
nC  vertices. Two vertices α  and β  are called adjacent if they differ in 

exactly one coordinate. These neighboring vertices are connected by an edge in the graph structure of nB . 

Vertices of nB  are organized as follows: a point  ( )nααα ,...,~
1=  of nB  precedes the point ( )nδδδ ,...,~

1=  

of nB , if ii δα ≤ , ni ≤≤1 . The fact that a point α~  precedes the point δ~  is denoted by δα ~~ ≤ . If δα ~~ ≤  

and δα ~~ ≠  then we write δα ~~
 . Two different points α~  and δ~  are called comparable if one of the following 

conditions is true: δα ~~
  or δα ~~

 . 

It is evident, in general, that to uniquely identify a Boolean function it is necessary to know its values at all points 
of the n -dimensional unit cube. If the function belongs to some specific class that is narrower than the set of all 
Boolean functions, then for the unique determination of its values at all points of nB  is not necessary to know in 

advance the values of function at all points of nB , and sometimes it is enough to know the values on a subset of 

nB . For example, to uniquely identify a symmetric Boolean function of n  variables (these functions possess the 
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same value on each layer of nB ) it is enough to know its values on the set of points from nB  which is 

intersecting with all layers of nB . 

Boolean function ),...,,( 21 nxxxf is called monotone if from the fact that δα ~~
  it implies that 

),...,,( 21 nf ααα ),...,,( 21 nf δδδ≤ . The class of all monotone Boolean functions of n  variables is denoted 

by nΜ . Some geometric properties of monotone Boolean functions are evident. To each function there is a 

unique set 0f


 of incomparable vertices of nB , so that 0)~( =αf  iff α~  precedes one of these points. 

Geometrically the area is a union of sbcubes, composed by vetex 0~  and the vertices of 0f


. Another important 

property is that on growing chains of vertices the function values - 0’s and 1’s fill two different intervals at most.  

Two tasks of recognition about the monotone Boolean functions are rising in different applications. One is the 
recognition whether nxf Μ∈)~( , and the second is in deciphering of )~(xf  given that nxf Μ∈)~( . We 

address the second topic because of it’s identity to the problem of frequent itemset mining. 

Suppose that an arbitrary (unknown to us) function nxf Μ∈)~(  is given by an operator fA , which gives the 

value )~(αf  by the given input nB∈α~ . Given the operator fA  it is required to fully restore the set of values of 

the function )~(xf . After each call to the operator which resumes the value )~(αf  for the point 

( ) nn B∈αα ,...,1  other points of nB  become determined through the monotony property. It is clear that we 

should strive for optimality of these algorithms that is to minimize the steps of applying to fA .  

 Consider the set R of all algorithms that solve this problem. That is, for a monotone Boolean function 
),...,,( 21 nxxxf  an algorithm from R  exploiting the operator fA  restores the complete table of values of 

)~(xf . Obviously the work of algorithms consist of several stages. Algorithm selects a point nB∈α~  and with 

help of operator fA  computes the value ),...,,( 21 nf ααα (selection

α~
). The resulting value of the function at the 

point  is inserted into the table of computed values of the function. The table is extended by monotonity, which 
includes determination of all points that can’t have 0 or 1 values arbitrarily after knowing the value at α~  

(extension 1)~( =αf). For example if  then for all points δ~  that are higher that α~  (according to the order of 

vertices defined above) 1)~( =δf  and the table of values of f  is filled in accordingly. Next step is the rule that 

selects another input for operator fA  and the table of values of f  is filled again by monotonity. This process is 

repeated until the table of values is filled completely. 

 Obviously a pair <algorithm Rr∈  and monotone function ),...,,( 21 nxxxf > can be associated with a number 

),( frϕ  that is the number of calls to the operator fA  during recovery of table of values of function 

),...,,( 21 nxxxf   by the algorithm r .  
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 It is appropriate to evaluate the quality of the algorithms R  using function ),(min),( frfR
r
ϕϕ = . We have 

a condition, nMf ∈ . The complexity of recognition of class of n -dimensional monotone functions can be 

characterized by function ),(max),()( fRMRn
fn ϕϕϕ == , where the maximum is taken over all monotone 

functions.  

 Let us introduce some general terms on function deciphering [KOR,1965]. Suppose we are given a certain class 
N  of Boolean functions and a function f , belonging to this class. The set of points ),( NfG  from nB  is 

called resolving set ),( Nf for the pair , if from the fact that 

the function g  belongs to N, 

values of f  and g  are the same on the set ),( NfG  

it follows that gf = . 

To restore the table of values of a functions it is sufficient to determine the values of function on some of its 
resolving sets. Resolving set ),( NfG  is called a deadlock resolving set for ),( Nf , if no subset of it is 

resolving for the pair ),( Nf . 

Let us denote by )~(αH  the set of points δ~  satisfying the condition αδ ~~
 , and by )~(αL  - the set of points 

γ~  such that αγ ~~
 . 

The upper zero ),...,,( 21 nxxxf of monotone function  is the point α~  from nB  such that 0)~( =αf  and 

1)~( =δf  for all points )~(~ αδ H∈ . 

The lower one ),...,,( 21 nxxxf of a monotone function  is a point α~  such that 1)~( =αf  and 0)~( =γf  for 

any point )~(~ αγ L∈ . 

Let )( fZ  denotes the set of all upper zeros of a monotone function ),...,,( 21 nxxxf , and )( fO , - the set of 

all lower ones. Each monotone Boolean function has a unique deadlock resolving set that is included in its all 
resolving sets (mention that this is not the case for other classes, fir instance in class of simmetric Boolean 
functions that we mentioned above above). This deadlock resolving set for a monotone Boolean function is the 
set )()()( fOfZfG ∪= . 

V. Kororbkov has obtained the following result concerning the upper and lower grades of ( )nϕ . 

 

Korobkov’s Theorem 

)1()( ]2/[1]2/[]2/[
n

n
n

n
n

n
n bCnCC εϕ +≤≤+ +  where 

2/33 )116(
8
−

=b  аnd 0→nε  when ∞→n . 
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The proof of theorem uses the logic algebra function ),...,,( 21 nxxxh defined as:  










≤≤

≤≤+
=

∑

∑

=

=

]2/[0,0

1]2/[,1
),...,,(

1

1
21

nif

nnif
h n

i
i

n

i
i

n

α

α
ααα  

It’s obvious that in this case )(hG  has exactly 1]2/[]2/[ ++ n
n

n
n CC  points. 

 

Chain split in monotone recognition 

Let us give the definition of increasing chain and the property of relative supplement

nB

:  

1.  Increasing chain in the structure of , is a sequence kβββ ~,...,~,~
21  of elements of nB  such that 

1
~

+iβ  is obtained from iβ
~  with replacement of one zero in the set of coordinates to the one.  

2.  Suppose we are given three elements 321
~~~ ααα   forming an increasing  chain. Relative 

supplement of 2
~α  on the interval ]~,~[ 31 αα  is the fourth element β~ , which forms together with 321

~,~,~ ααα  a 

two-dimensional subcube (see Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 

 

Hansel’s Lemma 

n  dimensional unit cube nB , endowed with the usual order relation can be covered with a set of ]2/[n
nC  disjoint 

increasing chains satisfying the following properties:  

2
~α  β~  

3
~α  

1
~α  
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– the number of chains of length 12 +− pn  is equal to 1−− p
n

p
n CC , where ]2/[0 np ≤≤ . Minimal 

element of each such chain is a point with p  units and pn −  zeros and the maximal with p  zeros 

and pn −  ones.  

– given three elements 321
~~~ ααα   that form an increasing subchain placed on some chain of length 

12 +− pn , then the relative supplement 2
~α  on the interval ]~,~[ 31 αα  belongs to a chain of length 

12 −− pn . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 

 

The proof of this fact is inductive by n . Figure 2 clarifies how the greatest element 2
~y  of chain 2L  is removed 

from the 2L  and is added to chain 1L ,  becoming its new greatest element. 

 

Theorem ([HANS, 1966]). Minimal number of operations )(nϕ of monotone Boolean function's recognition 

algorithm's is equal to: 

 

1]2/[]2/[)( ++= n
n

n
n CCnϕ . 

2L′  

1L′  
B0n-1 

B1n-1 

L2 

L1 

2
~y  
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Now we bring some more information about the chain computations for the restricted Boolean functions. Let nR  

denotes the set of all chains built by and satisfying the conditions 1 and 2 of Hansel's lemma. Consider an 
element of nR .The set of all length l  chains denote by nl][ .The optimal algorithm for recovering a monotone 

Boolean function is denoted by 0F . The description of 0F  is as follows. 

Operator fA  calculates the values of function nMf ∈  on the vertices of the shortest chains from  nRr∈ . 

These are the chains of length 1 or 2 depending on odd or even values of n . If  the values of function f  on all 

elements from set nl][ , nl ≤≤0  are known, then according to the monotonity of f , these values are 

distributed to the set nl ]2[ +  and according to Hansels's lemma  on each chain L  of length 2+l  the values 

of function f  remain unknown for not more than for two vertices. We call these vertices indefinite vertices of L , 

corresponding to function f . Operator fA  calculates the values of function at these special vertices. This 

process is applied recursively. 

Algorithm 0F  terminates its work, when the values of function f  are known at all vertices of the chain of length n

. 

Until now we considered the known means aiming to solve the problem of recovery of monotone Boolean 
functions nMf ∈  with values unknown at all points nB∈α~ . Consider a class of monotone Boolean functions 

of n  variables which is narrower than nM . Suppose that a value k  is given, ]2/[0 nk << , so that the 

values of function nMf ∈  for vertices of n -dimensional unit cube, which are above the k -th layer equal to 1, 

and the values are unknown on the reminder area only. Denote this class of function by k
nM . We consider аnd 

adopt the above described technologies in deciphering of this type of monotone Boolean functions.  

 

Theorem. The minimal number ),( knϕ  of operations of applying to the operator fA , in recovering the 

monotone Boolean function's, provided that at all points of n-dimensional cube that are placed higher than some 

k -th layer,  ]2/[0 nk <<  function equals 1 and on the other points it is unknown, is: 1)( −+= k
n

k
n CCnϕ . 

Proof. We will show first that 1)( −+≥ k
n

k
n CCnϕ  and after that we check 1)( −+≤ k

n
k
n CCnϕ . 

 

The lower bound will be taken considering some special monotone function: 
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=
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We find that )(hG , i.e. the deadlock resolving set of function ),...,,( 21 nxxxh  contains exactly 1−+ k
n

k
n CC  

points as the set of upper zeros are the points of )1( −k –th layer of an k -dimensional cube and the set of all 

lower units will be the points of k -th layer. 

We get that 
1)( −+≥ k

n
k
n CCnϕ .  

Now we will prove the upper grade. 

It is known that at the points of the cube above the k -th layer function takes the value 1. Consider a chain 
starting at the k -th layer, we know the values of function at all points on these chains except the starting points, 
i.e. points located at the k -th layer. By makeing one request for each chain starting from the k -th layer, we will 
fully recover the function on these chains. Having the values of the function at all points of the chains that start at 
the k -th layer, we can use the property b) of Hansel's Lemma  and property of monotonity to determine the 
function’s values at the points of chains starting at the 1−k  layer. As a result it turns out that for the chains 
starting at the 1−k  layer the functions values remain unknown at no more than two points (see Figure 3). 

 

 

After performing this procedure for the remaining chains, we conclude that for the complete recognition of a 
function for the chains starting at the k -th layer is required to determine the function’s value only at one point, 
and that on other chains -  at maximum - on two points.  

Figure 3. 
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The formula view of the above description is: 

φ (n) ≤ (the number of chains starting at the k -th layer) +2*(number of other chains starting below the k -th 
layer).  

Let us substitute values using the formula for calculating the number of chains described in the Lemma. 

 

)...(2)( 001211
nnn

k
n

k
n

k
n

k
n CCCCCCCn +−++−+−≤ −−−ϕ . 

 

After making all reductions we receive: 

 

1)( −+≤ k
n

k
n CCnϕ . 

 

By combining both results we obtain: 

 

1
1

1

)(
)(
)( −

−

−

+=⇒




+≥
+≤ k

n
k
nk

n
k
n

k
n

k
n CCn

CCn
CCn

ϕ
ϕ
ϕ

. 

 

Chain computation 

Now we proceed to the collation and analysis of existing knowledge about the chain decomposition of nB  and 

calculations on chains. Major results here are obtained by G. Tonoyan. These results are connected with the 
problem of recovering any Boolean function, but they are more universal and applicable to solve other similar 
problems. Therefore, as a result of our analysis, we will figure out so-called tools i.e. independent procedures that 
perform particular local operations on the chains, and by the consistent application of which can be solved more 
global recognition type problems. Specific application will be synthesing of association rules based on the chain 
split algorithms. 

A vertex nB∈α~  is called l -upper zero of function nMf ∈ , if 0)~( =αf and for any vertex β~ , 

l

l

ni
n Li =∈

=


}2/{2

][~β  from fact that αβ ~~
  implies that 1)~( =βf . Here }{x denotes the fractional part of x , 

and }2/{2 n  is to denote the minimal light of chain in chain split, which equals 0 (an isolated point chain) for 

even n , and 1 for odd n . Remind that ni][  denotes the set of chains that have length i . 
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In a similar way a vertex nB∈α~  we call l -lower one of function nMf ∈  if 1)~( =αf and for any lL∈β~  

from the fact that αβ ~~
 implies that 0)~( =βf . 

We will introduce some definitions that similar but differ somewhat from those already applied. 

Let chain )~~...~( 121 ααα += lL  belongs to nR . We will say that the length of L is equal to l  and iα
~

 is 
the i -th vertex of chain L , for 11 +≤≤ li . 

Let L∈α~  and 1
~~0 +−≤≤ lk αα . Denote by )(

~
k−α  the vertex L∈γ~  such that k−= |||||||| αγ . 

Through )(
~

k+α  for L∈α~  is denoted the vertex L∈β~  for which k+= αβ ~~ , αα ~~0 1 −≤≤ k .  

We assume that nn B∈= ),...,,(~
21 αααα  satisfies property Θ  if in ),...,,( 21 nααα , for all ,1, nkk ≤≤  

the number of zero coordinates among the first k  coordinates are not less than the number of its unit 
coordinates. 

We assume hat nn B∈= ),...,,(~
21 αααα  satisfies property Θ′  if ),...,,( 21 nααα  satisfies property Θ , 

where 




=
=

=
0,1
1,0

i

i
i α

α
α . 

Vertex, which is obtained from ),...,,(~
21 nαααα =  by change of coordinates  

siii ααα ,...,,
21

 to 

siii ααα ,...,,
21

 respectively, is denoted as ),...,,(~
21 siiiα . 

Finally, a set of numbers ))~(),...,~(),~(()~( 21 αααα nKKKK =  will be associated with vertex 

nn B∈= ),...,,(~
21 αααα , where:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L∈α~

Tool 1 ''VERTEX SECUENTIAL NUMBER ON THE CHAIN'' 

Vertex  of chain nRL∈  is the  )~(αnK -th vertex of the chain L . 
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At the computational level we are given a binary array of memory of length n  as input, and use a work numeric 
array of memory of length n , where numbers saved do not exceed the n . To fill the area by values )~(αiK  

simple comparison operations and ± are used and the number of this operations is linear by n . 

 

nn B∈= ),...,,(~
21 αααα

Tool 2 ''NEIGHBOUR VERTEX SECUENTIAL NUMBER ON THE CHAIN'' 

 

For a vertex   such that 0
0
=iα  (where ni ≤≤ 01 ) we have: 

1. ))(~( 0iKn α  is equal to )~(αnK  if and only if there exist a 1, ≥jj , such that 1)~(
0

=+ αjiK  and 

2. ))(~( 0iKn α  equals to 1)~( −αnK  or 2)~( −αnK in other cases.  
 

L

Tool 3 ''LENGTH OF CHAIN ADJASENT TO THE VERTEX NEIGHBOUR TO THE GIVEN ONE'' 
 

Vertices adjacent (neighbouring) to vertices of chain  with   length l  from set nR  belong to chains with lengths 

2−l , l ,  or 2+l  from the same set. 

r

Tool 4 ''CLIMBING UP'' 
 

If there exists a value , such that 1)~( =αrK  and 1)~( >αsK  for  nsr << , then 





=
<+

=+ nrfor
nrforr

φ
α

α
)1(~

~
)1(  

and )1(~~
)1( αα =+  if the r  mentioned  doesn't exist.  

 

Let ),...,,()~( 21 snnnH =α , where snnn ,...,, 21  are all the numbers that satisfy the property 

1)~()~(1 ==− αα
ii nn KK , ,...,1 21 snnnsi >>>≤≤  and let φα =)~(H  if such configuration doesn't 

exist. 

 

)(
~

k−α

Tool 5 ''CLIMBING DOWN'' 

 

Vertex  can be determined as follows: if φα =)~(H  then 



 ==

=− casesotherin
kandwhenn

k φ
ααα

α
11),...,,0(~ 12

)( , 
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and when ),...,,()~( 21 snnnH =α , then 







+==
≤

=−

casesotherin
skandwhenn

skwhenn

s

k

k

φ
ααα

αα
α 11),...,,1(~

),...,(~
~

11

1

)( . 

 

The set of k -th vertices of all chains with length l  from set nR  is denoted by ),,( klnR . 

 

,0)1,,( ≠+llnR

Tool 6 ''ALL LOWER VERTICES''  
 

If  then }.~2/)(~/}~{)1,,( Θ−=∈=+ propertysatisfiesandlnBllnR n ααα  

 

Tool 7 ''ALL UPPER VERTICES'' 

 

).1,,1(),...,/(}),...,,(~{)1,,( 121 ++∈∈== llkRBlnR nnn αααααα  

 

 

),...,,(~
21 nββββ =

Tool 8  ''THE CHAIN OF A RELATIVE SUPPLIMENT VERTEX'' 

 

Let  and ),...,,(~
21 nαααα =  are respectively first and k -th, 21 +≤< lk , vertices of 

chain L  of length 2+l  from set nR . 321
~~~ ααα   is a chain, L∈21

~,~ αα , α′~  is relational supplement of 

α~  regarding to 1
~α  and 2

~α , and ),...,,()~( 21 snnnH =β . 

Vertex α′~  is the 1−k -th vertex of l  length chain, first vertex of which is 
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≤

=
1),1(~
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~
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β
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Consider nn B∈= ),...,,(~
21 αααα  and some set nBA ⊂ . Introduce the following notations: 
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The set of all vertices adjacent to set A  is denoted as *)(A  (lower neighbours) and  *)(A  (higher neighbours). 

 

)1,,())1,,(( * +=+ llnRllnR


Tool 9 ''LOWER AND HIGHER ADJACENT VERTICES'' 

 

 and ).1,,())1,,(( * lnRlnR


=  

Association rule mining alternatives through the chain split technique 

 

At this point we are given a set of  tools that create and use chain split and computations in terms of recognizing 
of monotone Boolean functions nMf ∈  so that values are unknown at all points nB∈α~ . We also mentioned 

that specifically we will consider classes of monotone Boolean functions, narrower than the class nM   of all 

monotone Boolean functions. Suppose that the values of the function at the points of n -dimensional unit cube, 
which are above a certain k -th layer ( ]2/[0 nk << ) function takes the value 1, and at other points its value is 

unknown. We consider our dedicated tools to recognise this type of monotone Boolean functions. We will 
consider three different options for use of tools. 

 

1. We know that above the layer k  function f  takes constantly the value 1. Let us consider points of k -th 

layer. For each such point we will define the length of the chain on which it is situated. We also determine which 
element of chain it is – its position counting from the start. For this purposes we will use the procedure of 
calculating )~(αnK  for each point of k -th layer. According to Tool 1 vertex nRLL ∈∈ ,~α  is the )~(αnK -th 

vertex of chain L . Then we can determine the length of chain as follows. It is known that the point α~  has k  
ones and kn −  zeros, where nk ≤≤0  and it is known that α  is the i -th vertex of its chain. It is easy to 
calculate that the first (biggest, upper) vertex of the chain must contain )1( −+ ik  ones, and accordingly 

)1( −+− ikn  zeros. Taking into account the symmetry of chains relative to the middle layers, we can calculate 

that the last vertex of the chain consists of )1( −+− ikn  ones and )1( −+ ik zeros. Since the chain is 

obtained by changing one zero in the coordinates of the vertices to one at each crossing of a layer, the length of 
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chain will be equal to the difference between the number of ones in the first and last vertices of the chain, i.e. for 
the chain nRL∈  we find that its length is equal to )1(2 −+−= iknl . 

From all points of the k -th layer we mark those that are the last vertices of their chains. For these vertices the 

length of the chains that pass these vertices is knkkn 2−=−− . With the help of the operator fA  the 

values of function at these points are determined. Next, consider chains of length 2+l  and their lower parts that 
are below the layer k . According to the symmetry of chains we have that chain of length 2+l  end at )1( −k -

th layer. Let us consider all points of the (k-1)-th layer. Using Tool 6 we will construct the set )3,2,( ++ llnR  

that is the set of all last points of chains with length 2+l . =++ )3,2,( llnR  

}2/)2(~/~{ −−=∈ lnBn αα  and α~  satisfies the property }Θ . For each vertex )3,2,(~ ++∈ llnRα  

after applying )1(
~

+α   2+l  times we find the appropriate first vertex β~  of chain that contains α~  with and have 

length 2+l . We also find the 2+l -nd vertex of considered chain, i.e. the point δ~  that is preceds α~ . This 
point is situated at k -th layer and for its determination it is sufficient to apply )1(

~
+α  once. Now let us turn to 

Tool 8. Let us )~,...,~,~(~
21 nββββ =  and )~,...,~,~(~

21 nδδδδ =  are respectively the first and the k -th, 

21 +≤< lk , vertices of chain L  of length 2+l  that belongs to nR . 21
~~~ αδα   is a chain and 

,~,~
21 L∈αα  δ ′~  is the relative supplement of  δ~  in regard to 1

~α  and 2
~α , and ),...,()~( 1 snnH =β  is a 

vector as defined in Tool 5. In this conditions δ ′~  is )1( −k -th vertex of a chain with length l , the first vertex of 

which is 

 





+=
≤

=
1),1(~

),(~
~

sk
sknk

β
βγ

 

 

For each matched point β~ , that is the point that precedes α~ , we find the corresponding point γ~  as described 

above. From each γ~ according to the rule )(
~

k−α we define the point δ ′~ , which is a supplement to point δ~ . 

Point δ~  is the last vertex of a chain with length l  and is placed on the k -th layer. The value of function at this 
point has already been calculated by the operator fA . We extend this value by the property of monotonity to the 

points of chain with length 2+l . Remaining unknown points of chain with length 2+l  will be defined using the 

operator fA . 

At the general step, we consider a chain of length ml +  and find its first and last vertices, then is finding the 
corresponding first vertex of chain with length 2−+ ml , and its last point, which is supplement for the 
penultimate point of a chain with length ml + . At this stage the values of function at all points of the chain with 
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length 2−+ ml  are already known, and it remains only to extend these values to the chains with length ml +  

and using the operator fA  to compute the value of function on the remaining unknown points. 

 

2. As in the previous paragraph we will start the function recognition from the k -th layer. We define the points of 
k -th layer, which are the last points for chains of length l  and applying to fA  we calculate the values of the 

function at these points. We now turn to the chains of length 2+l , and build the set )3,2,( ++ llnR . 

According to Tool 7:  

 

)}.3,2,(),,...,,/(),...,,(~{)1,2,( 1121 ++∈∈==+ − llnRBlnR nnnn ααααααα  

 

By apply ))2((
~

+− lα  to each vertex )1,2,(~ +∈ lnRα  finding  )2( +l - nd vertex of chain with length )2( +l , 

which is the relational supplement for )1( +l -st vertex of chain with length l , the first vertex of which is obtained 

by the Tool 8.This method of finding the first vertex makes the task easier compared with the method described in 
paragraph 1, because of there, for determining the first vertex was necessary to pass step by step through the 
whole chain starting from the last vertex using )1(

~
+α . In general these methods are identical. 

 

3. Consider another way of recognition, which differs from the first two in the initial notation of the problem. 
Consider an n -dimensional unit cube nB , each vertex )21 ,...,,(~

nαααα =  of which is composed of ones and 

zeros, where 0  indicates that the iα -th element is involved in the transaction, and 1 - no. Value of the function 

on the vertex )21 ,...,,(~
nαααα =  is equal to 1 if the set is frequent and 0  otherwise. In these definitions the 

frequent sets move to the top of the cube, and the function to be recognized takes the following form:  on  points 
of nB  that are placed below a certain k -th layer, where nkn ≤<2/  function takes value 0 , and on the rest 

of cube its values are unknown. All other assumptions and definition of the problem remain unchanged. The 
recognition process starts from chains that begin at the k -th layer. All points of k -th layer are considered, and 
for these points corresponding values )~(αnK  are calculated. Those points are selected for which 1)~( =αnK , 

i.e. points, which are the first points for the chains starting at the k -th layer. Then the lengths of these chains are 

calculated and the value of function at these points are determined by applying to the operator fA . We assume 

the length of chains we consider is l . After that, we consider chains of length 2+l , i.e., starting at the )1( +k -

th layer. For this we consider all points of the 1+k - th layer and select those who have ( )αnK  = 1. The 

second points of chains with length 2+l  are found using operation )1(
~

−α . Relational supplements of these 

points are situated on chains of length l , and are the first points of these chains, and the function values of which 
we already know. Relative supplements are determined by Tool 8. We extend the function values by monotonity 
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to the points of chains with length 2+l . Values of the function at the points remaining unknown are calculated 

with the help of the operator fA . We continue the consideration of chains until no unknown points remain. 

 

Software Implementation 

For the practical implementation of the above-mentioned methods in systems of association rules mining, a 
software application was initiated. For this reason an open programming environment (open source) was 
identified, which is dedicated to the tasks of data analysis, known as “Orange Canvas”. This system includes 
algorithms of commonly used Data Mining techniques i.e. classification, clustering, decision trees, association 
rules searching, etc. As an algorithm for association rules mining it includes some modification of the Apriori 
algorithm.  

As noted above, we have proposed an alternative approach for solving the problem of association rules mining 
based on monotone Boolean functions, n-dimensional cube and its coverage with Hansel's chains. Without using 
the results achieved by Tonoyan it is mostly impossible to make effective program implementation of the 
proposed method, since for large n  operational resources of regular computers are not sufficient to store the 
current computational data. The reason for this is that for Hansel’s technique requires to build the cube 
completely, as well as to build its chain coverage and keeping it in memory. The application of Tonoyan’s Tools 
allows instead of permanent storage of a cube and its coverage, to calculate the required points of the cube i.e. 
the first and last vertices of the chains, adjacent vertices of a given point, relative supplement of a given point at a 
certain interval, etc.  

For complete data processing, sometimes it is not enough to apply the association rules technique. It was 
therefore decided not only to create a software implementation of the algorithm, but to introduce it into the 
existing Orange Canvas, where a number of data analysis approaches are implemented already. 
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